
ISPF Edit allows users to mark certain lines with unique labels. It
also maintains its own built-in “invisible” labels. This month, I’ll
cover the usage of edit labels. While not as frequently used as

some other ISPF Edit features, line labels have many good uses.
That will be the primary focus of this column—demonstrating uses

for line labels. I won’t spend much time describing how to place them,
move them or remove them. The syntax and rules for line labels are
clearly explained in the ISPF Edit tutorial under the main edit tutorial
menu, choice 14 - Labels and line ranges. Please read this section of
the tutorial. You will understand this column much better if you do. It
will take less than five minutes to read.

MARKING A RANGE OF LINES

This is the primary reason for using a set of labels. The phrase “set
of labels” is deliberately used here because in most cases, one label will
represent a lower numbered line while another represents a higher
numbered line.

WHY A RANGE OF LINES?

There are many reasons for fencing off a group of lines. In the next
few sections, I will list some examples.

The tutorial contains a list of ISPF Edit primary commands that
accept labeled line ranges as parameters. Examples using some of these
commands follow.

SUBMIT WITH MULTIPLE JOB CARDS

Why would the SUBMIT command need a labeled range of lines?
When there are multiple job cards contained within the JCL data, labels
can be used on a SUBMIT command to isolate a specific job.

Many ISPF Edit users are aware of the simple trick of inserting a
null JCL line (a // followed by at least one blank) at the point where
they want a JCL submission to end. SUBMIT will recognize the
null and stop writing to the internal reader when it encounters the
null line.

However, even with a null line in place, SUBMIT will continue to
scan the in-memory JCL being submitted. If a subsequent job card(s) is
found, even AFTER a null JCL line, a second (or third, or fourth and
so on) job will be submitted.

To SUBMIT only a single job within a file of JCL that contains mul-
tiple job cards, the following edit label technique can be used:

1. Place a label (.JS) on the edit session line that contains the job
card to be submitted.

2. Place a label, (.JE) on the edit session line that contains the final
JCL line to be submitted.

3. Issue SUBMIT .JS .JE

Note that this technique can also be used instead of placing a null
JCL line if desired.

LIMITING A FIND OR CHANGE SCOPE

I’ll use a COBOL example here because the Procedure Division
line—data to the “north” and instructions to the “south”—divides
everything in a COBOL source file. A label is placed on the edit ses-
sion line that contains the words Procedure Division (.PD).

Once the .PD label is placed, find or change commands can be iso-
lated to either Working-Storage or Procedure Division by using the
range parameters of the FIND and CHANGE commands:

1. Command → FIND ALL field-name .PD .ZL

2. Command → CHANGE ALL ‘ 05 ‘  ‘ 07 ‘ .ZF .PD

Both examples use built-in ISPF Edit labels. .ZL (.ZLAST) is the
built-in label that represents the final line in the data being edited. .ZF
(.ZFIRST) represents the top (or first) line.

Example 1 would limit all finds to the Procedure Division. Or, from
the .PD to the .ZL labels. Example 2 would only apply to lines contained
within Working-Storage.

Using a single defined label, .PD, the entire in-memory COBOL
source file is divided in half. The built-in labels, .ZFIRST and .ZLAST,
are used as the upper and lower ends of the range. This divide tech-
nique works well with any file that can be easily visualized as having
two clearly delineated halves.

LOCATING A LABEL

Another handy use for a label is as a parameter to the LOCATE (or
simply L or LOC) primary command. For example, to immediately
jump to the labeled Procedure Division line regardless of where the edit
session is currently positioned, the following command would accom-
plish such a jump:

Command → L .PD
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SPECIAL USES OF .ZCSR

I use a group of PF key settings within ISPF Edit (and View) that
all rely on a label “range” of the current line. This is an example of
having a “range” that consists of a single edit session line. This is
most useful with the dynamic built-in label known as .ZCSR.

I use the term dynamic because it is constantly moving. This is
unlike any other edit label. All other edit labels are firmly tied to a spe-
cific edit session line. Not .ZCSR. It always points to the line where the
cursor is currently positioned.

Refer to FIGURE 1 for some nifty PF Key settings that use .ZCSR. Try
them either in a Keylist or at the traditional KEYS screen when oper-
ating in KEYLIST OFF mode.

SORT WITHIN A LABEL RANGE

While not as powerful as the batch utility sorts like DFSORT, the
built-in SORT command of ISPF Edit can come in handy when there is
a need to sequence small amounts of data while in edit.

A good example of sorting a range of lines would be a case where
in-stream data was present in a JCL source file. The data needs to be
sorted in some verifiable sequence, but obviously, the surrounding JCL
lines must stay where they are.

In a case like this, a label can be placed on the first and last lines of
the in-stream data. The following command would sort only the range
of in-stream data:

Command → SORT 12 16 A .DS .DE

Assuming that the .DS label (data start) and the .DE (data end) labels
are correctly placed, this ISPF Edit command will sort only the labeled
data range on the values in columns 12 through 16 inclusive.

Note the difference in SORT syntax as compared to batch sort
utilities. The ISPF Edit SORT command declares the sort key by
using a From-Through column pair. Batch sorting utilities use a
From-Length format.

ALTERNATIVE TO LABEL RANGES

There are many instances where I prefer to use line exclusion to
define a range of lines. That is, using combinations of the EXCLUDE
primary command, possibly in conjunction with “X” line commands, I
define a range by having the lines that I want to operate on either hid-
den or visible, excluded or non-excluded (X or NX parameters).

For example, in the previous SORT example, I could just as easily
have used an XX / XX block set of line commands on the in-stream
data. Doing this would temporarily hide the in-stream data from view.
Using this alternative, the SORT command would then have to be
entered as:

Command → SORT 12 16 A X

Or, SORT columns 12 through 16 inclusive but only on excluded
lines. Just as effective as a label range but to see the data after the sort
finishes, a RESET command would be required.

I am comfortable with having lines temporarily hidden from view by
way of line exclusion. Some people are not. If you want to have the
data visible when performing edit commands on selected line ranges,

use labels. Or using exclusion, manipulate the range data so that it is
NOT excluded.

For example, the following commands would accomplish a non-
exclusion SORT assuming that the in-stream data is the only non-JCL
lines in the data being edited:

Command → EX ALL // 1

Command → SORT 12 16 A NX

CONCLUSION

Some ISPF Edit commands support both exclusion and label ranges.
SORT, FIND and CHANGE are examples of such commands. Others
support only a labeled range. SUBMIT would be an example of a
range-only command.

The point here is that if you see a need for operating on a discrete
range of lines via an ISPF Edit primary command, you might need to
quickly check the ISPF tutorial for valid parameters. 
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These stacked command strings are best equated to spare PF Keys. What they
have in common is that they all use the built-in .ZCSR label to limit the “range” to
the current line.

DOWN 1;F P’ ¬’ .ZCSR .ZCSR LAST;C ‘ ‘ ‘.’ .ZCSR .ZCSR

Position just above a range of lines where the last char-
acter in the line needs to be changed, regardless of the
right-hand columnar position.

F P’ ¬’ .ZCSR .ZCSR LAST;F ‘ ‘ NEXT

Jump to the last blank in a line.

F P’ ¬’ .ZCSR .ZCSR NEXT;F ‘ ‘ NEXT

Jump along a line, stopping on every first blank in a
group divided by non-blanks.

FIGURE 1: USES FOR THE .ZCSR DYNAMIC LINE LABEL
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